More choice
than ever before.
Container handling solutions.

G-Generation
reachstackers.
Our new G-Generation range of container handling
reachstackers gives you more choice than ever before.
You can choose from our standard or extended reach
machines that can stack up to 6 high and 4 deep. We also
have a range of industrial reachstackers that offer top of
the line solutions for the steel and wind power industries,
to name just a few.
With over 10,000 reachstackers built over the last 30 years
you know you will be getting a reliable, robust and quality
machine that won’t let you down. You just need to choose
which one is right for you.

Our reachstackers are fitted with
our EGO cabin that provides
superior driver comfort and
visibility, Kalmar Eco Drive Modes
which allows you to set the drive
lines operational efficiency and
stop start technology which can
dramatically reduce your fuel
consumption.

Intermodal
handling.

Our Intermodal reachstackers are all fitted with
a combi-lift spreader enabling you to lift and
place on trailers and trains or on container
stacks up to five high and four deep.

Versatile reachstackers
for empty container
handling.
Our Empty Container Handling reachstackers
can lift up to eight high and three wide on
a stack and have up to a 12 tonne lifting
capacity. This range provides you with
the ultimate flexibility as you can
rotate your load up to 180 degrees
making them our most versatile
reachstackers.

Reachstackers
for barge
handling.

Our Barge Handling reachstackers
have extra long wheeelbases for added
stability so they can place containers up
to four rows wide and two containers
deep in the barge and up to six high
and four wide in the yard.

A choice of empty
container handlers.
With over thirty years of experience
of building empty container
handlers, you can expect more
from our soon to be launched
range. A more durable and
efficient range that will help you
cut operational costs while lifting
driver productivity. You will also
have more choice than ever before
in lifting heights and capacity. No
matter what way you look at it,
the new range of Kalmar Empty
Container Handlers will give you a
lot more than you expect.

Kalmar
K-Motion.
K-Motion is a new, innovative drive train system
that cleverly combines hydrostatic and mechanical
transmissions with smart technology and a
downsized engine giving you a very efficient drive
train. This results in a 40% reduction in fuel usage
and exhaust emissions, without compromising
on drive or lifting power.

All the power.
40% less fuel.
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